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a b s t r a c t

The combination of MCNP6 and the FISPACT codes was used to predict inventories of radioisotopes
produced by neutron exposure of a sample in a research reactor. The detailed MCNP6 model of the
Budapest Research Reactor and the specic irradiation geometry of the NAA channel was established,
while realistic material cards were specied based on concentrations measured by PGAA and NAA,
considering the precursor elements of all signicant radioisotopes. The energy- and spatial distributions
of the neutron eld calculated by MCNP6 were transferred to FISPACT, and the resulting activities were
validated against those measured using neutron-irradiated small and bulky targets. This approach is
general enough to handle different target materials, shapes, and irradiation conditions. A general
agreement within 10% has been achieved. Moreover, the method can also be made applicable to predict
the activation properties of the near-vessel concrete of existing nuclear installations or assist in the
optimal construction of new nuclear power plant units.
© 2022 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Research reactors are used for decades as neutron sources to
produce radioisotopes for medical and industrial applications [1],
to study the elemental composition of samples [2], or the radiation-
induced degradation of the mechanical properties [3]. These ap-
plications developed their procedures and conventions to account
for the observed reaction rates, by describing the properties of the
neutron eld, as well as the time-integrated uence during irra-
diation. In many elds, e.g. radiation damage, or isotope production
via a threshold reaction, only neutrons falling into a specic energy
range are effective [4], and the others are even disadvantageous, so
the use of appropriate neutron lters (e.g. cadmium, boron-carbide
[5]) might be necessary.

The experimental characterization of the neutron eld usually
relies on the irradiation of ux monitor foils. In isotope production
applications, one may use the sub-cadmium ux and the total ux
as probed with a gold foil with or without a Cd cover. In k0-neutron

activation analysis (NAA) [6], the combination of Au 0.1%-Al (IRMM-
530), Zr, and Fe monitor foils are used (bare triple monitor method)
[7], while in the radiation damage studies [8], Al, Nb, Co, and other
long-lived isotopes are applicable.

Nowadays, the non-routine irradiation requests are more
abundant and increasingly well-specied (e.g. not a minimum ac-
tivity, but a target activity is requested, gamma dose-rate and
temperature constraints are given). Moreover, the target assem-
blies may contain exotic isotopes in specic geometries. For these
isotopes no hands-on experience at the irradiation facility may
exist, several trial-and-error test irradiations might be necessary to
select the appropriate irradiation channel and optimize the con-
ditions. Further, the predictions relying on the almost undisturbed
neutron eld, as determined by activation foils and the related
activation equations [9], do not necessarily consider the depression
of the neutron eld for bulky and/or highly-absorbent target ma-
terials, nor the effect of neutron resonance shielding [10]. There-
fore, a rigorous assessment of the irradiation conditions, the
resulting reaction rates, neutron-induced activities [11], and dose-
rate levels have become essential for such irradiation applica-
tions. This calls for a generalized computational approach.* Corresponding author.
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Coherent handling of the sample activation is possible by
employing full-scale Monte Carlo computer simulations of the
irradiation facility, where the complex interactions between the
target and the impinging particles are all considered, coupled to
isotope-inventory calculations via one of the well-established FIS-
PACT [12], CINDER [13], ACTYS [14], or ORIGEN [15] codes [16,17].
These solve the Bateman-Rubinson differential equations numeri-
cally and keep track of the time-dependent growth and decay of all
relevant radionuclides at any time instances.

2. Experimental

The Budapest Research Reactor (BRR) is a tank-type research
reactor with thermal power of 10 MW, moderated and cooled by
light water. The reactor core is surrounded by a solid beryllium
reector. The maximum thermal ux in the core is about 2.2  1014

n/cm2s. Unlike common reactor types, the BRR has a unique core
geometry, where the 190 pieces of 19.75% enriched VVR-M2 type
(LEU) fuel elements are arranged in a hexagonal pattern. In addi-
tion, the core assembly accommodates 3 safety- (SCRAM), 14 shim-
and 1 ne-automatic control rods made of boron carbide and tted
with 40 vertical irradiation channels.

In this study, we focused on the characterization of the BRR's No.
17 vertical channel, where the irradiations for instrumental
neutron activation analysis take place, and for which a vast amount
of historical ux measurements are available. In this channel, one
can stack ve aluminum irradiation capsules on each other. Each of
these can contain up to six hermetically sealed quartz ampoules of
six or eight mm in diameter, encapsulating the individual samples
to analyze, with typical masses of 125e175 mg each. The whole
channel rotates around its vertical axis to compensate for any
spatial inhomogeneity of the neutron ux at the actual vertical
irradiation levels. In the simulations, therefore, we can reproduce
this characteristic by dening six identical samples packed
together, for each run and taking their average as the representative
result.

The specic activities of the irradiated samples were measured
using the D4 and D5 low-background gamma spectrometers of the
NAA lab [18]. At rst, we determined the activities of neutron ux
monitor foils and powdered samples irradiated in the No. 17
channel of the reactor. After the validation of the simulation values
with the measured activities for these quasi-point sources, the
scope was extended to a case of bulky samples. For this purpose, a
set of 18  18  80 mm3 cement mortar bars was used. Mortar bars
were prepared with the water to cement ratio of 0.47 and mineral
aggregates of the maximum aggregate size of 2 mm. The mineral
materials were selected to cover a wide range of mineralogical
compositions of rocks that determine the mechanical properties,
and are useful for the production of concrete for nuclear power
plant structures. The design of cement-based composites was
guided by the criteria of concrete performance during long-time
plant operation and the activation of concrete constituents to be
considered during plant decommissioning [19]. The following rocks
and minerals were included: granite, quartzite, limestone, trachy-
basalt, opal, and int. Powder specimens were manufactured by
grinding virgin rock aggregates and cement mortar bars, down to
the size <45 mm. The mortar bars, as well as their grounded forms,
were nally irradiated in the Budapest Research Reactor. All in-
gredients were previously analyzed by NAA [18] and PGAA [20] for
their elemental mass fractions and this informationwas used to set
up accurate material cards for the MCNP and FISPACT codes. The
combined PGAA and NAA measurements provided the concentra-
tions of several low-Z elements (H, B, C, O, Cl), the signicant major
matrix components (Na, Al, Mg, Si, K, Ca, Fe), as well as many trace
components (e.g. Sm, Gd, Co, Cs, Eu Ba, La). By reporting more than

20 trace elements overall, as tabulated in the Electronic Supple-
mentary Information, this composition analysis procedure is more
comprehensive than the usual XRF data. This combination of
experimentally-obtained concentrations and calculations for the
prediction of neutron-induced activation was named NEAAA
(neutron-based elemental composition analysis and activity
assessment).

3. Methodology

3.1. Monte Carlo simulations of the irradiation

Monte Carlo simulations were published for standardized and
widespread research reactor types, such as the TRIGA [21,22] and
SLOWPOKE [23e25], mostly for reactivity and thermohydraulic
calculations, or for decommissioning [26e29]. The use of this
technique for irradiation planning, sample activation [30,31], or
sample clearance studies is still uncommon.

To establish such a tool for the unique core assembly of the
Budapest Research Reactor, an MCNP6.2 [32] simulation model of
the core was constructed, where the neutron-eld properties, such
as the integrated intensity, spatial- and energy distributions, could
be calculated for any irradiation positions. The geometry of the
MCNPmodel, and that of the irradiation channel No 17, is presented
in Fig. 1.

The neutron ux specied by MCNP in the so-called F4 track
length estimates per volume tallyðFF4Þ are normalized per source
neutron. To get to the real ux intensity, this must be scaled up
using Eq. (1):

F¼ P  n
1:622 1013 wf

1
keff

FF4 ¼ 7:646  1017FF4 (1)

where P is the reactor thermal power, y is the average number of
neutrons produced per ssion,wf is the energy released per ssion,
keff the calculated reactor multiplication factor, and FF4 is the ux
normalized per source neutron [cm2] from the MCNP output [33].

The case of bulky samples was assessed also by using F4 tallies,
where FM cards were set up for the radiative neutron capture re-
action (ID 102 from the ENDF library) of each relevant isotope,
printing out the volumetric average of the neutron capture rate per
isotope of interest in the entire volume of the sample. This simu-
lation was repeated with the identical geometry, but with a target
material density reduced by a factor of 1000, representing an in-
nitely diluted matrix. The ratio of the capture reaction rates with
and without dilution, and normalized with the dilution factor,
provided the neutron self-shielding correction factor of the volu-
minous sample. The subsequent isotope inventory calculations are
multiplied by this factor to arrive at a well-justied activation
estimation for the real sample geometry. For visualization of the
ux depression, in some cases, we also used 3D mesh tallies, which
provide the spatial distribution of all these quantities.

3.2. Monte Carlo simulations of the activity measurement

The experimental activities of the irradiated samples were
measured using well-calibrated HPGe detectors placed inside a
low-level iron counting chamber [18]. To consider the gamma self-
absorption and efciency variation of the bulky samples for the
activity measurement, the MCNP model of the gamma spectrom-
eter was also established. We used SuperMC [34] to machine-
convert the CAD geometries of the iron counting chamber and
the detector (except for the dimensions of the crystal) to MCNP
format. Subsequently, the details of the Ge crystal were set up
based on the ne-tuned values of the factory-specied dimensions.
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With MCNP, the ratio of the counts in the real geometry and the
corresponding point-source geometry was calculated, and this ef-
ciency transfer functionwas used to scale the experimental efciency
curve of the spectrometer (measured using certied sealed point
sources). These activities, being corrected for the geometric effect and
the gamma self-absorption, were used to benchmark FISPACT.

3.3. Isotope inventory calculations by FISPACT

Using the neutron eld parameters and the composition of the
target, a radioisotope inventory for any time instance can be ob-
tained by using either the MCNP's built-in CINDER routines or in
our case, by the FISPACT code. The best coupling was achieved
between MCNP and FISPACT when the F4 tally data were tabulated

according to the CCFE-709 group energy structure [35], one of the
native energy-bin sets of FISPACT, ranging from 105 eVe109 eV.
This way, the inaccuracy related to internal energy-spectrum
rebinning could be avoided, which, for instance, created unrealis-
tic discontinuities when feeding in the neutron spectrum according
to the UKAEA-1102 tabulation. We used the FISPACT's TENDL-2017
nuclear data library for our calculations.

These FISPACT activity calculations not only account for the
major contributors to gamma dose rate but also for the decays to
the ground state, that are without gamma emission, or decays
emitting very low-energy gamma radiation that falls below the
low-level discriminator of the gamma spectrometer. These are
invisible to our NAA experiments but still can contribute to the total
activity of the samples.

Fig. 1. Horizontal and vertical cuts of the MCNP reactor model, gradually zooming in to the details of the irradiation position No 17. Materials are color-coded: pink (concrete
biological shielding), yellow (cooling water), red (iron structure), orange (beryllium reector), light-blue (air), dark-blue (silicon sample vial), and purple-red (NAA powder sample).

Fig. 2. The MCNP model of the gamma spectrometer to establish the efciency transfer function of bulky samples.
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4. Results and discussion

4.1. Activation of ux monitors

After applying the scaling factor of Eq. (1), the MCNP-calculated
energy distribution of the neutron uxes at the ve vertical posi-
tions of the No. 17 channel is depicted in Fig. 3a, while the vertical

ux prole along the long axis of the channel is shown in Fig. 3b.
We can conclude that the energy distributions are similar and differ
only in their amplitudes. The absolute ux has its maximum near
the center plane of the core and shows a parabolic prole. Note that
the presence of the NAA samples and the sample containers have a
considerable impact on the magnitude of the neutron ux
compared to the undisturbed neutron eld.

Fig. 3a. The energy distribution of the neutron ux for the ve vertical positions of the No. 17 channel.

Fig. 3b. The simulated vertical neutron intensity prole in the ve positions (1e5 from left to right) of the No. 17 channel.
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The parabolic neutron intensity prole has no negative conse-
quence on routine NAA since the point-like sample and the ux
monitor foils are placed close to each other and interact with the
same local neutron eld. This is, however, not the case for bulky

sample irradiations, where the tiny ux monitor and the bulky
sample may sense different neutron intensities, making the upscal-
ing of small-sample results inaccurate without a correction. This is in
line with the conclusions of Overwater and Hoogenboom [36].

Fig. 4a. the measured (orange) vs. calculated (black) ux distributions in Pos. 2 of the No. 17 channel.

Fig. 4b. the measured over calculated activities of Au 0.1%-Al (IRMM-530), zirconium, and iron foils irradiated in Pos. 2 of the No. 17 channel.
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The experimental neutron ux distribution, established ac-
cording to the k0-neutron activation analysis (NAA) convention,
showed good similarity to the MCNP-simulated curve, as visualized
in Fig. 4a. After transferring the simulated ux distribution to FIS-
PACT and calculating the activities of the monitor foils for the
respective experimental cooling times, a decent agreement was
observed with the experimental activation data, as shown in
Fig. 4b.

4.2. Activation of powdered materials

The activation properties of ground mortar samples were also
successfully reproduced by the FISPACT. Here the emphasis was laid
on the long-lived radioisotope contents, as they inuence most of
the post-irradiation sample clearance issues as well as the
decommissioning costs of a nuclear facility. As shown in Fig. 5, we
were able to reproduce the measured activation within about 10%,
while the uncertainty margin of the experimental vs simulated

Fig. 5. The ratios of the measured and predicted activities for the ground mortars loaded with various additives, in a point-source geometry. The rst gamma counting has been
done at a 200 mm sample-to-detector distance, while the second at 100 mm.

Fig. 6. The neutron ux intensity within the granite-loaded mortar test sample from MCNP simulation.
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Fig. 7. The efciency-transfer factors between horizontally and vertically placed bulky samples and corresponding point sources.

Fig. 8. The experimental activity divided by the simulated activity for the horizontally and vertically placed granite-loaded mortar bars, as well as the corresponding point-like
ground sample. The rst gamma-measurement took place at 200 mm, 100e150 h after irradiation, while the second run at 100 mm, 250e400 h after irradiation. Note that not
every radionuclide was detectable in all measurements.
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ratios was about 5%. Missing bars mean that the radioisotope was
not detected experimentally in the given sample so the ratio could
not be calculated.

4.3. Activation of bulky mortar samples

In the case of the bar samples, neither the neutron self-shielding
nor the gamma self-absorption was found to be negligible. The
former effect is visualized in Fig. 6, where a vertical and a horizontal
cut of the 3D simulation mesh are shown, sampling the number of
neutrons per unit volume. There is a gradient of the neutron in-
tensity of about 20% that is fully consistent with the results of Fig. 3b.

The latter effect, i.e. the combination of gamma self-absorption
and the change in the solid angle during gamma-spectrometry
measurements was also simulated, using the detector geometry
shown in Fig. 2. The efciency-transfer functions [37] relative to a
point source were obtained for the horizontal and vertical place-
ments of the bars, for both 100 mm and 200 mm sample-to-
detector distances (Fig. 7). When we applied these correction
curves, a very good agreement was achieved between the
measured and simulated data for most of the relevant radionu-
clides, not only for the powdered case but also for horizontal and
vertical solid bar geometries. This is evidenced in Fig. 8.

5. Conclusions and outlook

We worked out the NEAAA method, i.e. the combination of i)
experimental composition measurement by PGAA and NAA, ii)
MCNP-based irradiation calculations, and iii) FISPACT-based
radioisotope inventory calculations, to predict the activation of
targets placed into a vertical channel of the Budapest Research
Reactor. This approach is general enough to handle different target
materials, shapes, and irradiation conditions. The calculations were
validated with irradiations at the No 17 vertical channel of our
reactor at 10 MW power. Flux monitor foils, multi-component
powdered NAA samples, and bulky mortar bars were tested,
showing increasing complexity, and a decent agreement was ach-
ieved in all cases. The ratios of experimental and simulated activ-
ities agreed typically within 10%, while the uncertainty margin was
about 5%e30%.

Within the framework of the V4-Korea RADCON project, a sys-
tematic study was conducted, sampling all signicant domestic
gravel and sand mines of Hungary [38], as well as raw material
suppliers of cement and other additives. Based on this compre-
hensive simulation methodology, raw material dataset, and the
mixing design of the concrete, our goal is to predict the activation
properties of the near-vessel concrete of existing nuclear in-
stallations by computer simulations as well as apply it to the
optimal construction of new nuclear power plant units.
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